DISPLAY PROJECTOR
QUICK REFERENCE

CHECK
To see if the RED LIGHT on the projector is ON (if not, please notify the Educational Technology office).

BASIC OPERATION
(5 STEPS)

1. Plug in your CABLES.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>WALL INTERFACE</th>
<th>LAPTOP - Rear View</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>VCR</td>
<td>VCR cable needs a special adaptor to enter the video socket on the wall interface.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COMPUTER</td>
<td>** If VCR has only one audio cable, place it in the left socket on the wall interface.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2. Turn the remote ON (switch is on the SIDE of the remote control).

3. Press the ON BUTTON of the remote control (the ON BUTTON is located at the TOP LEFT corner of the remote).
   Note: After you press the ON button, you should see a green light on the display projector. There will be a DELAY before it completely turns on.

4. Turn ON laptop or desktop computer and/or VCR. (Choose CANCEL if the laptop displays: “Add new hardware wizard”)

5. You can now use your computer or VCR (the VOLUME CONTROL for the VCR is located at the TOP RIGHT of the remote control).

TROUBLE SHOOTING
(Laptops)

IF THE PROJECTOR IS DISPLAYING AN IMAGE BUT YOUR LAPTOP IS NOT:
Press the FN and F7 keys simultaneously. Pressing these keys toggles through three display options: projector only, projector and laptop, and laptop only.

IF THE PROJECTOR IS NOT DISPLAYING AN IMAGE:
Press the DATA1 button on the remote control (the screen will display RGB1 at the top right corner)

IF THE PROJECTOR HAS SUDDENLY STOPPED DISPLAYING AN IMAGE:
If you have not used your computer for an extended period of time, the computer may go into either a SCREENSAVER, SUSPEND, or HIBERNATION mode.

Screen saver – After 15 minutes, if the laptop has not been used, the screen saver will start. Just press any key or move your mouse to return you to the application that you were using prior to the screen saver.

(Continued on back)
TROUBLE SHOOTING
(Laptops – continued)

Suspend – After 30 minutes while on battery power, if the laptop has not been used, the computer enters suspend mode. This state stops all operations of the computer to reduce power drain and restrict access to your files. To exit out of suspend mode, just hold down the **Fn** key. The laptop will take approximately 20 seconds to return, so please do not press any keys during this process. If you were on the network you will need to reenter your username and password.

Hibernation – While in suspend mode, if the battery is critically low the laptop will automatically enter a hibernation state that stops all tasks and saves all data to the hard drive. To exit out of this mode, hold down the **Fn** key on the keyboard and press the **F12** key.

TROUBLE SHOOTING
(VCRs)

**IF THE PROJECTOR IS NOT DISPLAYING AN IMAGE:**
Press the VIDEO1 or INPUT SELECT button on the remote control (the screen will display VIDEO1 at the top right corner)

**ADJUSTMENTS (OPTIONAL)**
In order to adjust the picture on the screen, you must first switch the remote to **ADJ** (located at the BOTTOM RIGHT side of the remote). When the switch is on adjust, all white buttons on the remote can be used

**TO ADJUST IMAGE, BRIGHTNESS, COLOR, TINT, AUDIO, ETC:**

1. In **ADJ**. Mode, press the **MENU** button. Use the wheel on the remote to maneuver **UP ▲** and **DOWN ▼** the list of functions.
2. When you choose the feature you want to adjust, press the **ENTER** button (located underneath the wheel). Adjustments are made by pressing the wheel’s **LEFT ◄** and **RIGHT ►** buttons.
3. Hit the **ENTER** button to **ADD** your adjustments. Press the **MENU** button to **EXIT**.

**TO ZOOM, FOCUS, AND SHIFT POSITION OF IMAGE ON SCREEN:**

1. In **ADJ** Mode, press the **LENS** button. You can toggle between functions by repeatedly pressing the **LENS** button.
2. When you choose the feature you want to adjust, press the **ENTER** button (located underneath the wheel). Adjustments are made by pressing the wheel’s **LEFT ◄** and **RIGHT ►** buttons.

Hit the **ENTER** button to **ADD** your adjustments. Press the **MENU** button to **EXIT**.

**LASER POINTER (OPTIONAL)**
A **LASER POINTER** is available by pressing the **LASER BUTTON** (located on **TOP** of the wheel) when in **MOUSE** (GREEN) mode. The switch for **MOUSE** mode is located at the **BOTTOM** of the remote.

**TO EXIT**
**DO NOT TURN OFF PROJECTOR UNTIL YOU ARE COMPLETELY DONE.**
The projector is temperature controlled. Therefore, if you turn the projector off and need to turn it back on, **WAIT 90 SECONDS** before turning the projector on again.

1. Press the **OFF** button on the remote (turns off projector).
2. **TURN OFF** the remote control (switch located on **SIDE** of remote).